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The Importance of ^^^H
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in the Middle Grades ^^^^^^Ě
Eric J. Knuth, Martha W. Alibali, Shanta Hattikudur,

Nicole M. McNeil, and Ana C. Stephens
The equal sign is perhaps the most prevalent symbol in school mathematics,
and developing an understanding of it has typically been considered mathematically straightforward. In fact, after its initial introduction during students' early
elementary school education, little, if any, instructional time is explicitly spent

on the concept in the later grades. Yet research suggests that many students at
all grade levels have not developed adequate understandings of the meaning

of the equal sign (Baroody and Ginsburg 1983; Behr, Erlwanger, and Nichols

1980; Falkner, Levi, and Carpenter 1999; Kieran 1981; Knuth et al. 2006). Such
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findings are troubling with respect to

students' preparation for algebra, esThe following questions are about

pecially given Carpenter, Franke, and

this statement:

Levi's (2003) contention that a "limited conception of what the equal sign

3 + 4 = 7

Î

means is one of the major stumbling
blocks in learning algebra. Virtually

(a) The arrow above points to a

all manipulations on equations require

symbol. What is the name of
the symbol?

understanding that the equal sign
represents a relation" (p. 22).
So what do middle school students

(b) What does the symbol mean?
(c) Can the symbol mean anything

think the equal sign means? What

else? If yes, please explain.

might account for shortcomings in
the way that many students think

about this symbol? Does it matter

We classified student responses

if students develop a sophisticated

to parts (b) and (c) into four catego-

understanding of the equal sign? As

ries: relational, operational, other, or no

teachers, what can we do to help

response/dont know. A response was

students develop their understandings

categorized as relational if the student

of the equal sign? In the remainder of

expressed the general idea that the

this article, we address these questions

equal sign represents an equivalence

as we share results from our research.

relation between two quantities - the
definition we would like to see from

STUDENTS' EQUAL SIGN

students. The following student

UNDERSTANDINGS

responses are representative of those

Middle school students (grades 6-8)categorized as relational:
were asked to provide a definition for
• "It means that what is to the left
the equal sign symbol (see fig. 1). This
question required students to name

and right of the sign mean the

the equal sign symbol (first prompt);
provide a statement regarding the

same thing." (grade 6 student)

• "The same as, same value."

symbols meaning (second prompt);

(grade 7 student)

• "The left side of the equals sign and
and then, if possible, provide a statement regarding an alternative mean-

the right side of the equals sign are

ing (third prompt). The rationale

the same value." (grade 8 student)

for the first prompt was to preempt

students from using the name of theA response was categorized as

symbol in their response to the second
operational if the student expressed
prompt (e.g., "the symbol means

the general idea that the equal sign

equal"). The rationale for the third means "add the numbers" or "the
prompt was based on our previous answer." The following student
work, in which we found that students
responses are representative of those
often offer more than one interpretacategorized as operational:

tion when given the opportunity.

Before reading on, take a minute • "What the sum of the two num-

to think about how your own students bers are." (grade 6 student)

• "A sign connecting the answer to
might respond to this question. (Better
yet, think about how your students

the problem." (grade 7 student)

"The total." (grade 8 student)
might respond, present the question • to
your students, and compare your pre-• "How much the numbers added
dictions with their actual responses.)

together equal." (grade 8 student)
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year after year as students gain mo

and more experience with traditio
arithmetic equations during their
Best Definition Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

Because an operational view of th

Relational
Operational

Other

No
don't

elementary school years.

7

9

8

response/
know

6

3

1

equal sign is well established by th
time students reach middle school,

may be far from trivial for student

acquire a relational view of the equ

sign during middle school. Further

compounding this problem is the f

that very little attention is paid to
The other category included defini-

half the students in each grade dem-

symbol in middle school curricular

tions such as "it means equals" or

onstrated a relational view of the equal

"it means equal to" as well as direct

sign. Perhaps not surprising, given the

materials. Our analysis of four pop
middle school mathematics textbooks

translations of the problem statement,

such as "3 plus 4 equals 7." In addition

lack of attention the equal sign receives
in middle school curricula and instruc-

presented in an "operations on the left

to classifying responses to parts (b)

tion, an understanding of the equal

side of the equal sign" format and are

and (c) separately, students were also

sign does not seem to improve signifi-

rarely presented in an "operations on

assigned an overall category indicating

cantly as students progress through
middle school.

both sides of the equal sign" format
(for more detail about the textbook

WHAT MIGHT ACCOUNT FOR

pattern of exposure may actually con-

their "best" definition. Many students

provided two definitions, sometimes
one relational and one operational, in

such cases, the responses were assigned

THE PREDOMINANCE OF AN

an overall category of relational.

OPERATIONAL VIEW OF THE

Table 1 presents the distribution

EQUAL SIGN?

revealed that equations are frequently

study, see McNeil et al. 2006). This
dition students to favor less sophisticated interpretations of the equal
sign and, as we shall see next, such

of equal sign definitions as a function

Researchers have argued that the

interpretations may have important

of grade. (Recall that in cases where

operational view of the equal sign is

consequences for students in learning

students provided two definitions, they

largely a by-product of students' expe- algebra.

were assigned an overall category for
their best definition; thus, table 1 dis-

riences with the symbol in elementary

plays students' best definitions. There
were fewer students who only provided

and Ginsburg 1983; Carpenter et
al. 2003; McNeil and Alibali 2005).

SIGN RELATIONALLY?
A natural question to ask is whether

school mathematics (e.g., Baroody

DOES IT REALLY MATTER IF

STUDENTS VIEW THE EQUAL

a definition that was categorized as

During elementary school, students

relational - 11 percent in grade 6, 16

typically encounter the equal sign in

it really makes a difference when

percent in grade 7, and 24 percent in

number sentences that have opera-

learning mathematics (and algebra, in

grade 8.) How do these data compare

tions on the left side of the equal sign

particular) if students view the equal

with your predictions about student

and an answer blank on the right

sign relationally. To answer this ques-

responses? As seen in the table, the

side (e.g., 5 + 2 = _, 11-4+1 =

tion, we asked students to respond to

majority of students provided defini-

tions that were categorized as operational, whereas substantially fewer

items that are more typical of what
answer" equations correctly,they
it is
not see in an algebra class,
might
andto
then
we examined their success
really necessary for students
think

students provided definitions catego-

about the equal sign as a symbol
ofthese items as well as the
in solving

rized as relational. Although we do see

equivalence; rather, students
need they
only
strategies
used as a function of

improvement in the definitions catego-

perform the calculations ontheir
theviews
left
of the equal sign. One set

rized as relational as students progress
through middle school, increasing from

side of the equal sign to getofan
answer.
items
required students to deterAs a result, students associate
minethe
solutions to linear equations (see

29 percent in grade 6 to 46 percent in

equal sign with the arithmetic
operafig. 2),
whereas another set of items

grade 8, such improvement is rela-

tions performed to get a final
answer.
required
students to make judgments

tively modest. Overall, the results are

Unfortunately, this operational
view
regarding
the solutions to equivalent

somewhat discouraging - fewer than

of the equal sign is often reinforced
equations (see fig. 3).
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■эт*^Е^^9ЧВИг1^ИгШ1гтшнЯ^и^1
What value of m will make the fol-

lowing number sentences true?

(a) Is the number that goes in the □ the same number in the following two

equations? Explain your reasoning.

2xD+ 15 = 31 2xD+15-9 = 31-9

(a) 4m + 10 = 70
(b) 3/7? + 7 = 25

(b) In the equation □ + 18 = 35, the number that goes in

you use this fact to help you figure out what number goes

equation □ + 18 + 27 = 35 + 27? Explain your reason

The equation-solving items
required students to determine the
solution to typical beginning algebra

equations. We used the prompt "What
value of m will make the following
number sentences true?" for two rea-

1

.00

sons. First, we wanted to avoid running

into problems associated with students

I

0.80

misunderstanding the more typical (in
terms of beginning algebra) prompt,

"Solve the equation." Many students in
middle school, particularly sixth- and
seventh-grade students, would likely be

g

§о.бо

"§ о- ^Ш f^M__ ■Relational
(Л

Ъ

-|

од

^^^Н

^^^^^^^Н

^_

0.40

unfamiliar with such a prompt. Second,
we felt that the prompt would likely be

more consistent with language often

used in elementary school (i.e., "What
value will make the number sentence

8 + D = 12 true?").

l 0.20- ^Н

0.00-1 - ^ - i - ^ - i- ^^^И - i
6

7

8

Grade

The equivalent equations items required students to determine whether
the missing value for one equation was

Similar
results were found for the
that the correct procedure was
applied

the same as the missing value for a

and then relying on that recognition
equivalentto
equations items as well.

second (equivalent) equation. In both

respond that the solutions to
the
pair
For
the
first equivalent equations it

cases, we expected that students who

of equations are the same.

viewed the equal sign as representing

(fig. 3a), we see in figure 5 that at

So how did students perform?
grade level, students who provided

an equivalence relation between quan-

Figure 4 shows that students
who
relational
definition of the equal si

tities (a relational view of the equal

exhibited a relational view of
were
themore
equallikely than their peers w

sign) would recognize that the opera-

sign were more likely than students
did not to correctly respond that t

tions performed on the second equa-

who did not to solve the linear
two equaequations have the same soluti

tion of each pair preserved the quanti-

Weother
can also see further evidence
tion items (fig. 2) correctly. In

tative relationship expressed in the first

words, at each grade level, afor
greater
the importance of viewing the

equation of each pair. It is also worth

proportion of students whoequal
provided
sign relationally if we consider

noting that the operations applied to

a relational definition of the
the equal
strategies that students used in

the second (equivalent) equation in

sign solved the equations correctly.
arriving at their answers to both

both items are atypical in that they are

This finding is noteworthy equivalent
in that equations
it
items. Students

not operations that would normally

suggests that even studentsemployed
having
a variety of strategies that

be applied in the process of solving

no experience with formal led
algebra
to correct responses. For example,

the first equation (e.g., subtracting 15

(sixth- and seventh-grade students,
insolved each equation
some students

from both sides of the equation). We

particular) have a better understanding
and then compared the two solutions;

decided to use atypical operations to

of how to solve equations when
they
others used
a variation of this strategy

deter students from simply recognizing

hold a relational view of the
sign.
in equal
which they
solved the first equation
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Grade
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Looking
clear
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a
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1
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st

Thus,

in

posed

at
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see
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th

the

HELPING STUDENTS TO
DEVELOP A RELATIONAL VIEW
2

8

0.20

0.00-1

-

OF THE EQUAL SIGN
^

-

i

6

-

We found a potentially important

^

7

implication from our research: Help-

8

Grade

ing students acquire a view of the
equal sign as a symbol that represents

and

an equivalence relation between two
then
substituted
t
the
second
item
quantities may, in turn, help prepare

the

second
equation.
H
them for success in algebra (and
the
recognize-e

most

the

efficient
beyond). (Forstrateg
further information

Yes,
if about
both
most
mathematic
the research reported in side
this

are
multiplied,
s
strategy
is
to
recogn
article or for
copies of the research
articles,
visit
labweb.education.wisc.
divided,
or
anyt
tions
performed
on
t

tion
lence

edu/knuth/taar/.)
Yet much work
is
the
two
ofamount,
each
pair
pres
to be done
if we consider that
fewer
equivalent,
(grad
relation
express

equation
to

(i.e.,
than 50 doing
percent of the middle school

Yes
it
can
help
both
sides
of
the
students
in our study
demonstrated
a

t

b
e

can
add
to
eit
alter
the
solution
to
relational 27
view of the equal
sign (and
similar results
have been found in othsign
and
the
ans
The
following
studen
first
to
the
first
item
same,
(grade
7
s
er studies). Thus, we argue that
there
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is a clear need for continued attention

complex, is often difficult for students

to be given to the notion of equality in

to comprehend (RAND 2003), and

the middle school grades.

"should be developed throughout the

In our professional development
work with middle school teachers,

curriculum" (NCTM 2000, p. 39). We

ematics (NCTM). Principles and Stan-

encourage teachers to both recognize

dards for School Mathematics. Reston,

for example, we encourage teach-

and create opportunities to foster

VA: NCTM, 2000.

They Read Can't Help." Cognition and
Instruction 24 (March 2006): 367-85.
National Council of Teachers of Math-

RAND Mathematics Study Panel. Math-

ers to look for opportunities within

students' thinking about the equal

their existing classroom practices

ematical Proficiency for All Students: To-

to engage students in conversations

sign. Such efforts may provide rich
dividends as more students are better

about the equal sign as well as to cre-

prepared for success in algebra.

ment Program in Mathematics Education.

ate such opportunities intentionally.

ward a Strategic Research and Develop-
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